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I. NOM ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 2008-2009  
CALIFORNIA PROP 8 CAMPAIGN

A.  
NOM devoted virtually all of its resources in 2008 toward the Prop 8 campaign in California. This required us to put on hold many of our plans for NOM’s institutional development and infrastructure improvement, but the real possibility of failure, and the dire consequences a loss in California would have for marriage across the country required an “all hands on deck” approach to winning in California.

While some of our donors and close allies (and some of our adversaries, too) know, most of the world may never know the crucial role that NOM played in the Prop 8 campaign. It is likely no overstatement to suggest that without NOM’s early leadership, the Prop 8 campaign would have never gotten off the ground. The California Supreme Court had not yet ruled Prop 22 unconstitutional, and many suggested that we wait and see the outcome from the court. Had we done so, it would have been too late.

When Brian agreed in late December 2007 to move his family to California to begin raising money, to put a marriage amendment on the ballot, we were told over and over again that the campaign was impossible. Looking back, we forget how demoralized our people were in California — from recent and repeated failures on issues of life and marriage.

It was Brian’s energy and NOM’s leadership that provided the impetus and financial resources to collect more than 1.1 million signatures from every county in the state.

In the end, NOM raised nearly $3 million for the Prop 8 effort, becoming the largest single contributor to the Prop 8 campaign.

Prop 8 Aftermath — “Above the Hate,” “Bust the Blacklist” and

B.  
Donor Protection Litigation

The antagonism faced during the campaign ultimately paled in comparison to the hatred leveled at Prop 8 supporters by gay marriage activists after the election. Boycotts, picketing, and occasional violence — much of it targeted at Latter-day Saints and local family businesses — were orchestrated by local gay marriage advocates and tolerated by all the national and statewide organizations.
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NOM was responsible for the only organized response attempting to draw attention to the bigotry and intolerance being displayed by the supposed forces of "tolerance." NOM's "AboveTheHate.com" campaign gathered nearly 6,000 signers to a petition standing with the LDS Church in the face of religiously motivated attacks—supporting their right to speak out in support of marriage.
The BustTheBlacklist campaign enlisted NOM's California supporters to patronize businesses that had contributed to the Prop 8 campaign and had been blacklisted by gay marriage advocates. One such family business (Leatherby's Ice Cream in Sacramento) reported that after NOM highlighted their business, dozens of families stopped by to express thanks for the Leatherby's' Prop 8 support.

2009 Northeast Action Plan

C.

Early in 2009, it became clear that gay marriage advocates would target several New England states for legislatively adopted same-sex marriage during the 2009 legislative session. In March, NOM launched its 2009 Northeast Action plan with a series of radio ads in Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine. These early ads (available along with all of NOM's radio, TV and internet ads at www.nationformarriage.org/ads) helped to organize opposition to same-sex marriage in these deep blue states — in some cases for the very first time.

As we moved into the legislative season, gay marriage advocates began pushing same-sex marriage bills in New York, Rhode Island, Connecticut and Washington DC as well. We expanded the ad campaign and created a Northeast Online Action Center on our website, generating more than 325,000 emails to legislators throughout the Northeast.

1. Religious Liberty Exemptions (Vermont/Connecticut/New Hampshire)

The one silver lining of the same-sex marriage bills adopted in Vermont, Connecticut and New Hampshire this spring has been the evolution of substantive religious liberty exemptions for churches and religious organizations. In Vermont, the Executive Director of the Human Rights Commission testified before the Judiciary Committee that the existing religious liberty protections in the law were inadequate, opening the door to a legislatively adopted exemption for churches and church groups.

The effort became more robust in Connecticut as the people of Connecticut overwhelmed the statehouse with opposition to the gay marriage bill introduced as merely “implementing” the Connecticut court ruling on marriage, but with no religious liberty exemptions. Catholic Democrats from blue collar districts revolted, leaving the leadership with no choice but to permit real religious liberty protections to be brought to the floor, debated and voted on.

Finally, in New Hampshire, after the gay marriage bill made its way through the House and Senate the first time, Governor Lynch announced that he would not sign the bill without specific religious liberty protections. After another setback in the House that shocked advocates and nearly derailed the entire bill, the
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RELIGIOUS LIBERTY AMENDMENTS WERE ULTIMATELY APPROVED AND SIGNED INTO LAW BY GOVERNOR LYNCH.

ALTHOUGH THESE RELIGIOUS LIBERTY PROTECTIONS ARE IN SOME WAYS MORE NARROW THAN ONE MIGHT DESIRE (FOCUSBING PRIMARILY ON RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS, TO THE EXCLUSIONS OF INDIVIDUAL PROFESSIONALS AND BUSINESS OWNERS), THEY NONETHELESS MARK A TURNING POINT OF SORTS IN THE GAY MARRIAGE DEBATE. THREE OF THE FOUR STATES TO HAVE PASSED A SAME-SEX MARRIAGE BILL THIS SPRING, DID SO ONLY AFTER THE INCLUSION OF REAL, SUBSTANTIVE RELIGIOUS LIBERTY PROTECTIONS, VALIDATING NOM’S FREQUENTLY EXPRESSED CONCERNS FOR THE RELIGIOUS LIBERTY OF TRADITIONAL FAITH GROUPS IF SAME-SEX MARRIAGE IS ADOPTED WITHOUT SPECIFIC PROTECTIONS.

2. NEW HAMPSHIRE

NEW HAMPSHIRE REPRESENTS THE CLEAREST EXAMPLE OF MANUFACTURED LEGISLATIVE SUPPORT FOR SAME-SEX MARRIAGE. DESPITE OVERWHELMING OPPOSITION TO GAY MARRIAGE (65% IN ROBOCALLS CONDUCTED BY CORNERSTONE ACTION AND PARTIALLY FUNDED BY NOM), THE LEGISLATURE WAS FLIPPED TO DEMOCRATIC CONTROL IN 2008 AS TIM GILL AND HIS ALLIES FLOODED THE STATE DEMOCRATIC PARTY WITH CAMPAIGN MONEY (MORE THAN $9 MILLION – COMPARED TO A FEW HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN A NORMAL ELECTION YEAR).

THAT MONEY SUCCESSFULLY BOUGHT SAME-SEX MARRIAGE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE, AS DEMOCRATIC OFFICIALS PRESSURED “WAYWARD” DEMOCRATS, REVIVING A SAME-SEX MARRIAGE BILL THAT STALLED TWICE WHEN VOTED DOWN IN THE HOUSE, ONLY TO BE RESURRECTED ON RECONSIDERATION AFTER SENATE LEADERSHIP BROKE WITH PROTOCOL AND REMOVED A REPUBLICAN SENATOR FROM THE CONFERENCE COMMITTEE.

DURING THE TWO MONTHS THAT THE MARRIAGE BILL WAS PENDING IN THE NEW HAMPSHIRE LEGISLATURE, NOM HELPED FUND THE WORK OF CORNERSTONE ACTION PAC, AIDED TV AND RADIO ADS IN THE STATE, AND GENERATED NEARLY 15,000 EMAILS TO MEMBERS OF THE STATE HOUSE AND SENATE.

NEW HAMPSHIRE REMAINS AN ACTION ITEM FOR THE COMING YEAR AS WELL. DURING THE MARRIAGE DEBATE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE, TWO SPECIAL ELECTIONS WERE HELD IN THE STATE, BOTH Pitting A PRO-SSM DEMOCRAT VS. A PRO-MARRIAGE REPUBLICAN. IN BOTH CASES, THE REPUBLICAN WON CONVINCINGLY, REVERSING OUTCOMES SEEN ACROSS THE STATE LAST NOVEMBER. THE HUMAN RIGHTS CAMPAIGN POURED MONEY AND MANPOWER INTO THESE RACES, AND NOM QUICKLY RESPONDED BY HELPING TO SET UP A NEW HAMPSHIRE PAC TO FUND ROBOCALLS AND GRASSROOTS ORGANIZING IN THE DISTRICT.

3. NEW YORK

SINCE GOVERNOR PATTERSON ANNOUNCED PLANS TO INTRODUCE A SAME-SEX MARRIAGE BILL IN NEW YORK THIS PAST APRIL, NOM HAS FOCUSED SIGNIFICANT RESOURCES ON THE EFFORT TO STOP GAY MARRIAGE IN NEW YORK. THE EFFORTS TO DATE HAVE INCLUDED RADIO AND TV ADS, A TIMES CONFIDENTIAL
SQUARE ELECTRIC BILLBOARD, AND ROBOCALLS TO 25 OF THE KEY SENATE
DISTRICTS.

THE ROBOCALLS GENERATED THOUSANDS OF PHONE CALLS TO KEY SENATORS
(ALL FROM THEIR OWN CONSTITUENTS!) AND ALLOWED US TO ID VOTERS ALL
ACROSS THESE SWING DISTRICTS.

THE SENATE LEADERSHIP CRISIS OF THE PAST MONTH HAS SIDELINED THE GAY
MARRIAGE DEBATE FOR THE TIME BEING, WITH REPORTS INDICATING THAT
GOVERNOR PATERSON INTENDS TO BRING THE ISSUE TO THE FORE AGAIN
DURING A SPECIAL SESSION IN SEPTEMBER.

LAST MONTH, AS THE SENATE APPEARED POISED TO VOTE ON GAY MARRIAGE,
NOM LAUNCHED ITS NY MARRIAGE PAC, WITH A PROMISE TO SPEND THE
FIRST $500,000 RAISED IN SUPPORT OF A PRIMARY CHALLENGER TO ANY NY
REPUBLICAN SENATOR WHO VOTED FOR SAME-SEX MARRIAGE.

4. WASHINGTON

THE DC COUNCIL, HAVING JUST ADOPTED A MEASURE TO RECOGNIZE SAME-
SEX MARRIAGES FROM OTHER JURISDICTIONS, IS WIDELY EXPECTED TO
CONSIDER SAME-SEX MARRIAGE LEGISLATION WITHIN THE NEXT FEW MONTHS.
NOM IS PART OF A DC MARRIAGE COALITION (BRIAN BROWN IS THE
COALITION'S TREASURER) NOW RAMPING UP A CAMPAIGN TO ORGANIZE
OPPOSITION TO SAME-SEX MARRIAGE IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

IOWA MARRIAGE AMENDMENT

D.

JUST HOURS AFTER THE IOWA SUPREME COURT RULING IMPOSING SAME-SEX
MARRIAGE ON THE STATE, NOM LAUNCHED A GRASSROOTS ADVOCACY
CENTER ALLOWING PEOPLE FROM ALL ACROSS THE NATION TO CONTACT A
GROUP OF KEY IOWA DEMOCRATIC LEGISLATORS URGING THEM TO SUPPORT A
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT TO THE IOWA CONSTITUTION -- A LONG
PROCESS, BUT THE ONLY WAY OF REVERSING THE COURT RULING. WITHIN
JUST A FEW DAYS, WE HAD GENERATED MORE THAN 165,000 EMAILS TO THESE
KEY LEGISLATORS.

WITH THE HELP OF CONGRESSMAN STEVE KING, NOM ROBOCALLED THE
ENTIRE STATE (MORE THAN 250,000 HOUSEHOLDS) IN RESPONSE TO THE
COURT DECISION, URGING IOWANS TO CALL THEIR LEGISLATORS. WE ALSO
ASKED IF WE COULD CALL BACK AND ASK THEM FOR MONEY.

A MEASURE OF THE PEOPLE'S ANTI-PATHY FOR GAY MARRIAGE AND THE IOWA
COURT RULING: THE VERY FIRST SWEEP OF PHONE CALLS RAISED MORE MONEY
THAN THE COST OF THE ROBOCALLS, AND GENERATED THOUSANDS MORE
PHONE CALLS AND EMAILS TO THE IOWA STATEHOUSE.

THERE REMAINS A SMALL GROUP OF LEGISLATORS BLOCKING THE MARRIAGE
AMENDMENT IN IOWA, SEE 2009-2011 PROJECT DISCUSSION BELOW.

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY AD CAMPAIGN

E.

IN EARLY APRIL, NOM LAUNCHED A $1.5 MILLION RELIGIOUS LIBERTY AD
CAMPAIGN. THE FIRST AD, "GATHERING STORM," GENERATED AN IMMEDIATE
REACTION FROM THE HUMAN RIGHTS CAMPAIGN, CREATING WIDESPREAD
MEDIA INTEREST IN THE CONTROVERSY. WITHIN DAYS, MORE THAN 350,000
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people had viewed the ad on YouTube, ranking as one of the top 100 most viewed videos on YouTube for the week of April 5th. Rebroadcasts of the ad in news coverage by CBS News, Fox News, MSNBC and CNN brought the message of religious liberty threats posed by same-sex marriage to millions more viewers.

The second ad in the religious liberty ad campaign featured Carrie Prejean and her stand for marriage in response to questioning from Perez Hilton during the Miss USA pageant. Her courage in the face of the abuse she received has inspired millions of Americans and again generated extensive media attention to the intolerance shown by many same-sex marriage supporters.

Ruth Institute

F.

In June, the Ruth Institute formally joined with NOM, becoming an affiliated center under the umbrella of NOM, focused on transmitting a healthy culture of marriage and family to the next generation of leaders. Dr. Jennifer Roback Morse founded the Ruth Institute and is a frequent speaker on college campuses. This new relationship will give NOM a new focused outreach to the next generation on marriage.

Two Million for Marriage / DOMA Defense Fund

G.

In February, NOM began laying out a goal to identify two million pro-marriage Americans between now and the 2010 elections. The purpose of this goal is three-fold: (1) We believe that two million Americans will provide the critical mass needed to stop Obama’s plans to repeal DOMA, forcing same-sex marriage on the entire country; and (2) Two million marriage activists will also represent tens of thousands of donors and potential donors serious about stopping same-sex marriage; (3) As a federal PAC, NOM is permitted unlimited action with its own members – not requiring federal campaign contribution reporting. This will become critical as we mobilize our activist base to stand for marriage in advance of the 2010 elections.

New Technology Developments (Website, Facebook, YouTube, Twitter)

H.

This spring, NOM launched a new website, at the same time rolling out expanded Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and blogging capabilities, in order to stay in frequent contact with our supporters, and providing the social networking capability needed to take advantage of our supporters’ personal online networks.

NOM in the News

I.

II. NOM 2009-2011
Strategic Overview: The State of the Marriage Debate (Maggie Gallagher)

The Northeast Corridor: NY/NJ/Maine/NH/DC/Rhode Island

1. California

2. Marriage Amendments (Iowa, Indiana, North Carolina)
3. Pennsylvania, West Virginia)

Federal Litigation (Prop 8, Massachusetts, Louisiana)


B.

We have outlined below an aggressive $20 million strategy aimed at stopping, isolating, and partially reversing the advances of gay marriage advocates in the United States. The strategy is heavily focused on state 2010 elections, and lays the groundwork to make marriage a major issue in the 2012 presidential election as well. With adequate resources, we can win the battle for hearts and minds on the marriage issue.

Rollback: Preventing passage of gay marriage bills and

1. Rolling back very recent gains for the movement to redefine marriage in blue states in the Northeast.

A) Preventing SSM in New York and New Jersey. ($1 million)

Strategic insight: Gay marriage is not high on many voters' priority lists, even in liberal states. Gay marriage advocates are counting on voter apathy to permit them to play to their well-funded base and to please their donors and the media instead of voters.

NOM is using sophisticated technology to reach out to voters in these states, supplemented by persuasive radio, TV, and internet advertising to raise concerns in voters' minds. With one outlay of capital, using robocall technology, we can (a) identify our marriage voters for future electoral purposes, (b) generate a flood of phone calls to legislators from outraged constituents, and (c) fundraise, thus permanently expanding our small donor/activist base and generating seed capital for the next round of robocalling. We also work with Catholic bishops and Protestant pastors to educate religious
VOTERS ON THE COSTS OF GAY MARRIAGE. ONE GREAT STRATEGIC ASSET IN THESE STATES? THE AMOUNT OF POLITICAL PRESSURE IT TAKES TO GET POLITICIANS TO DO NOTHING IS MUCH LESS THAN GETTING THEM TO DO SOMETHING.

b) ROLLING BACK GAY MARRIAGE IN MAINE: ($1 MILLION)

IN MAINE, WE CAN AND WILL GET MARRIAGE ON THE BALLOT IN NOVEMBER. WE WILL WIN BY USING TECHNIQUES AND ARGUMENTS DEVELOPED IN THE BIG VICTORY LAST YEAR IN CALIFORNIA.

GOING ON OFFENSE: TWO MILLION MARRIAGE ACTIVISTS/SMALL DONORS ($3 MILLION)

A) PUSHING FOR MARRIAGE AMENDMENTS IN NORTH CAROLINA,

PENNSYLVANIA AND INDIANA.

STRATEGIC PRIORITY: BUILDING OUR ACTIVIST AND SMALL DONOR BASE BY PUSHING FOR STATE MARRIAGE AMENDMENTS IN POLITICALLY SIGNIFICANT STATES INCLUDING: PENNSYLVANIA, NORTH CAROLINA, AND INDIANA. BECAUSE THESE ARE SOCIALLY CONSERVATIVE STATES, WE CAN QUICKLY BUILD A GENEROUS SMALL DONOR BASE WITH AN INFLUX OF LEAD CAPITAL.

RIGHT NOW, WE ARE PLAYING ON OUR WEAKEST TURF: BLUE STATES IN THE NORTHEAST DOMINATED BY THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY, WHERE RELIGIOUS CONSERVATIVES ARE RELATIVELY WEAK. EVEN HERE WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO LOCATE, ANIMATE AND ORGANIZE SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS OF SMALL DONORS AND ACTIVISTS ON THE MARRIAGE ISSUE. BUT WE DO NOT WANT TO PLAY ON WEAK TURF INDEFINITELY. OUR GOAL IN 2009 AND 2010 IS TO MOVE FROM PLAYING DEFENSE TO PLAYING OFFENSE: PUSH MARRIAGE AMENDMENTS THROUGH THE STATE LEGISLATURES IN PENNSYLVANIA, NORTH CAROLINA AND INDIANA.

GAY MARRIAGE ADVOCATES HAVE SPENT MILLIONS TO KNOCK OFF PRO FAMILY LEADERS IN KEY STATE LEGISLATURES. PRO MARRIAGE GROUPS IN STATES LIKE PENNSYLVANIA HAVE RELIED ON DIFFUSE PUBLIC OPINION RATHER THAN SOPHISTICATED POLITICAL ORGANIZING TO PUSH MARRIAGE AMENDMENTS IN THESE STATES. WITH THE PROPER RESOURCES AND TACTICS, WE CAN MAKE IT CLEAR: THERE IS A VERY HIGH COST TO POLITICIANS THAT PROMOTE GAY MARRIAGE. WE DO NOT NEED TO MATCH GAY MARRIAGE ADVOCATES DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR BECAUSE, UNLIKE THEM, WE HAVE ACTUAL VOTERS ON OUR SIDE. WE DO NEED TO USE SOPHISTICATED TECHNOLOGY AND OUTREACH CAMPAIGNS TO BUILD RESOURCES IN TARGET RICH STATES INCLUDING THOSE KEY TO PRESIDENTIAL AND CONGRESSIONAL RACES (SEE BELOW).

STATE EMERGENCY RESERVE FUND ($5 MILLION)

WE HAVE TO BE READY FOR A DECISIVE, RAPID AND EFFECTIVE RESPONSE IN WHATEVER STATES GAY MARRIAGE ADVOCATES DECIDE TO PUSH FOR GAY MARRIAGE. SUCH A STATE EMERGENCY FUND WILL ALSO ACT AS A DISCOURAGEMENT TO POLITICIANS TEMPTED BY THEIR BASE TO PUSH THIS DIVISIVE ISSUE ON THEIR CONSTITUENTS.
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4. NATIONALIZING THE MARRIAGE ISSUE ($5 MILLION)

MARITAL RIGHTS NEED TO BE A NATIONAL (AND ULTIMATELY INTERNATIONAL) DISCUSSION, NOT JUST A LOCAL OR REGIONAL ISSUE.

A) IOWA AND NEW HAMPSHIRE PROJECT ($3 MILLION)

NEW HAMPSHIRE AND IOWA ARE THE TWO STATES THAT LEAD OFF THE U.S. PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY SEASON. WE PLAN A 2-3 YEAR CAMPAIGN TO TAKE BACK CONTROL OF THESE LEGISLATURES BY ELECTING PRO-FAMILY LEGISLATORS, AND ALSO TO USE IOWA AND NEW HAMPSHIRE TO BUILD A STRONG BASE OF MARRIAGE VOTERS TO INFLUENCE THE U.S. PRESIDENTIAL RACES IN 2012. WE WILL MAKE STRONG AND VOCAL SUPPORT FOR MARRIAGE A REQUIREMENT TO OBTAIN THE PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATION IN 2012.

B) FEDERAL MARRIAGE PAC (POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE) ($1 MILLION)

AS WE BUILD ASSETS IN SPECIFIC STATES (IDENTIFYING MARRIAGE VOTERS, ACTIVISTS AND SMALL DONORS) WE WANT TO DIRECT THESE ASSETS TO ELECTING PRO-MARRIAGE LEGISLATORS IN CONGRESS. A FEDERAL MARRIAGE PAC WILL HELP US BLOCK THE REPEAL OF THE DEFENSE OF MARRIAGE ACT, INFLUENCE SUPREME COURT NOMINATIONS, AND SHUFFLE THE ROAD REVIVE A CREDIBLE THREAT OF A FEDERAL MARRIAGE AMENDMENT.

BUILDING A NETWORK OF REGIONAL POLITICAL DIRECTORS WILL HELP US IDENTIFY AND RECRUIT CANDIDATES. POLITICALLY SIGNIFICANT STATES (BESIDES NEW HAMPSHIRE AND IOWA) IN SENATE AND PRESIDENTIAL POLITICS INCLUDE: SOUTH CAROLINA, FLORIDA, OHIO, MINNESOTA, INDIANA, PENNSYLVANIA, NEVADA, CONNECTICUT, NEW MEXICO, NEVADA, COLORADO, INDIANA, MICHIGAN.

C) SIDEWIPING OBAMA ($1 MILLION AMERICAN PRINCIPLES PROJECT)

EXPOSE OBAMA AS A SOCIAL RADICAL. DEVELOP SIDE ISSUES TO WEAKEN PRO-GAY MARRIAGE POLITICAL LEADERS AND PARTIES AND DEVELOP AN ACTIVIST BASE OF SOCIALLY CONSERVATIVE AND CHRISTIAN VOTERS. RAISE SUCH ISSUES AS PORNOGRAPHY, PROTECTION OF CHILDREN, AND THE NEED TO OPPOSE ALL EFFORTS TO WEAKEN RELIGIOUS LIBERTY AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL.

CULTURAL STRATEGIES ($5 MILLION)

5. CONFIDENTIAL
a) **Internationalizing the Marriage Issue: A Pan-American Strategy**

The Latino vote in America is a key swing vote, and will be even more so in the future, both because of demographic growth and inherent uncertainty. Will the process of assimilation to the dominant Anglo culture lead Hispanics to abandon traditional family values? We must interrupt this process of assimilation by making support for marriage a key badge of Latino identity—a symbol of resistance to inappropriate assimilation.

We seek to identify glamorous young Latino and Latina leaders, especially artists, actors, musicians, athletes, writers, and other celebrities willing to stand for marriage, regardless of national boundaries. Develop Spanish language radio and TV ads in an appropriate range of dialects; develop pamphlets, you tube videos, church handouts for Spanish speaking people, and create a template that can be used abroad.

b) **The Next Generation Project**

The Latino identity project will also help us in building a community that can reach out to the next generation of other Americans as well. Use student conferences, speakers and debates, to find, train, and equip young leaders on the marriage issue at Ivy League and equivalent colleges. NOM has launched the Ruth Institute for this purpose and is working with the Love and Fidelity Network to replicate the success of the Anscombe Model on the Princeton Campus.

c) **Not a Civil Right Project**

The strategic goal of this project is to drive a wedge between gays and blacks—two key Democratic constituencies. Find, equip, energize and connect African American spokespeople for marriage; develop a media campaign around their objections to gay marriage as a civil right; provoke the gay marriage base into responding by demouring these spokesmen and women as bigots. No politician wants to take up and push an issue that splits the base of the party. Fanning the hostility raised in the wake of Prop 8 is key to raising the costs of pushing gay marriage to its advocates and persuading the movement’s allies that advocates are unacceptably overreaching on this issue. Consider pushing a marriage amendment in Washington D.C.; find attractive young black Democrats to challenge white gay marriage advocates electorally.
d) **INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARS PROJECT**

We need to identify and nurture a worldwide community of highly credentialed intellectuals and professional scholars, physicians, psychiatrists, social workers, and writers to credential our concerns and to interrupt the silencing that takes place in the academy around gay marriage and related family issues. Marriage as the union of husband and wife has deep grounding in human nature, and is supported by serious social science.

e) RAISING THE NEGATIVES ON HOMOSEXUALITY/ INTERRUPTING THE

RACE ANALOGY

Ultimately we aim to raise the costs of identifying with gay marriage, and also raise the attractiveness of identifying with traditional marriage. But we also need to accomplish a sophisticated cultural objective: interrupt the attempt to equate gay with black, and sexual orientation with race. We need to make traditional sexual morality intellectually respectable again in elite culture. And we need to give liberals an alternative way of thinking about gay rights issues, one that does not lead to the misuse of the power of government to crush dissent in the name of fighting discrimination.

f) BEHIND ENEMY LINES, DOCUMENT THE VICTIMS IN EUROPE.

We have learned how to make the coercive pressures on religious people and institutions an issue in the United States. We will use this knowledge to raise the profile of government attacks on the liberties of religious people and institutions in Europe, both for internal domestic consumption in Europe and to halt the movement towards gay marriage worldwide. Our goal is to problematize the oppression of Christians and other traditional faith communities in the European mind.

g) BEHIND ENEMY LINES: DOCUMENT THE VICTIMS—KEEPING GAY

MARRIAGE CONTROVERSIAL IN MASSACHUSETTS, VERMONT, CONNECTICUT

We need to document the consequences of gay marriage and develop an effective culture of resistance behind enemy lines. Polling data in Massachusetts indicate that six years after courts imposed gay marriage, public opposition to gay marriage is surprisingly strong. It is also, however, very quiet, in part because people fear retaliation and harassment if they speak up for traditional marriage ideas. (In a recent poll 36 percent of people who oppose gay marriage agreed that "if you speak out against gay marriage in Massachusetts you really have to watch your back because some people may try to hurt you.

We will fund a low cost billboard and media campaign to support the idea that children need mothers and fathers and to highlight threats and promise support to any citizens.
ATTACKED FOR THEIR PRO MARRIAGE VIEWS; COMMISSION POLLING AND OTHER STUDIES TO DOCUMENT CONSEQUENCES OF GAY MARRIAGE; AND GATHER A RAPID RESPONSE TEAM OF VIDEOGRAPHERS AND REPORTERS TO COLLECT AND RECORD STORIES OF THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN HARASSED, THREATENED OR INTIMIDATED AS A RESULT OF THEIR SUPPORT FOR TRADITIONAL VIEWS ON MARRIAGE AND SEXUALITY ACROSS THE COUNTRY AND ALSO IN EURÓPÉ AND ABROAD.

FINANCIAL REPORT

III. Fundraising Achievements

A. FROM JANUARY 1, 2009 TO JUNE 15, 2009, NOM HAS GROWN FROM A DONOR BASE OF 8,000 TO 30,000 AND ITS ACTIVE CONSTITUENCY HAS INCREASED FROM 50,000 TO 400,000 (THE GOAL IS 50,000 DONORS AND 2,000,000 ACTIVISTS BY THE END OF 2009.) DURING THIS TIME, NOM AND APP HAVE RAISED 4.0 MILLION DOLLARS.


![NOM Fundraising Graph]

B. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

INCLUDED IN THE ATTACHMENTS ARE SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND COMPLETE AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR NOM AND THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR MARRIAGE EDUCATION FUND.

ATTACHMENTS:

1. MARRIAGE: $20 MILLION STRATEGY FOR VICTORY
2. NOM MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS: SELECTED MEDIA MENTIONS
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3. Financial Overview
4. Audited Financial Reports